We verify that the established one-and two-step recurrences for positive definite functions on spheres S d extend to the spatio-temporal case of S d × R.
Introduction
Let X be a mean-zero and isotropic Gaussian process index by the unit sphere S d embedded in R d+1 , with continuous covariance Cov(θ 1 , θ 2 ) = (f • cos)(d(θ 1 , θ 2 )),
where d(·, ·) denotes geodesic distance on the sphere.
Gaussian processes on the sphere are of particular interest in cosmology and geostatistics, with the latter application highlighted recently by Gneiting [7] . This reignited interest in the geostatistical theory of these processes has 5 coincided neatly with the growing availability of high-resolution, global satellite data. Here the curvature of the Earth becomes essential: whilst the sphere is a manifold, thus locally Euclidean, a "flat Earth" approximation runs counter to spherical geometry over large distances.
here to be constant and zero) and covariance functions, the relevant mathematical theory is of positive definite functions on the sphere, and is long-established and rich.
Definition 1.1. The class of continuous functions f :
The central theorem is Schoenberg's characterisation of P(S d ) by FourierGegenbauer expansions. The ultraspherical (Gegenbauer) polynomials are
these are orthogonal under the probability measure
The Fourier-Gegenbauer coefficients and series of f ∈ C([−1, 1]) arê
Theorem 1.1 (Schoenberg's Theorem [12] ).
and only if
with (a n ) a probability distribution on N 0 = N ∪ {0}. Then a n = ω ν nf (n).
The Fourier-Gegenbauer expansion of Schoenberg's theorem can be viewed as an infinite mixture of Gegenbauer polynomials, with mixture (weighting) law given by the (probability) sequence (a n ) (n∈N) .
Often spatial data is also temporally distributed, raising the question of an Bochner-Godement theorem offered in [5] .
with c ∈ (0, ∞) and (a n (t)) a sequence of positive definite functions on R with a n (0) = 1. Then a n (t) = ω ν nf (n, t).
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Question 10 in the recent survey by Porcu et al. [11] 2. Two-step walks: montée and descente
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The recent work of Beatson and zu Castell [2] gives dimension walks for the classes P(S d ), using spherical analogues of Matheron's montée and descente operators in Euclidean space [9, 10] . These arise in geological contexts such as mining. The montée raises the degree of regularity by integrating, so decreasing the dimension; the descente does the reverse.
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Definition 2.1. For f ∈ P(S d ) absolutely continuous, define the descente by
and the montée by
We have ( [13] (4.7.14))D
Using these properties, [2] showed that, given f ∈ P(S d+2 ) integrable, C +Ĩf ∈ P(S d ) for some C ∈ R, and conversely, given g ∈ P(S d ) absolutely continuous,Dg ∈ P(S d+2 ). By direct analogy to their work, we obtain the following definition and theorems.
By Corollary 3.9 in [4], ∂ n f (x, t)/∂x n exists and is continuous when n ≤ λ.
Thus we can only guarantee existence and continuity of (Df ) (x, t) for λ ≥ 1,
i.e. d ≥ 3. For the interesting cases d = 1 and d = 2 we need to impose additional differentiability assumptions, namely that ∂f (x, t)/∂x exists and is continuous, to ensure the uniform convergence of its Schoenberg expansion.
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Theorem 2.1. For d ∈ N and f ∈ P(S d+2 × R), there exists a constant C such
Proof . The proof proceeds as in [2] , with the appropriate changes.
Since f (x, t) ∈ P(S d+2 × R), it has the Schoenberg expansion
with a n (t) as in Theorem 1.2. Integrating term by term and using (D):
where
When n ≥ 1 the b n (t) are clearly positive definite on R, and |2µ λ
The only term which needs more comment 55 is b 0 (t). The n = 0 term in the Gegenbauer expansion, b 0 (t)W λ 0 (x) = b 0 (t), is constant in x, so as |b 0 (t)| ≤ b 0 (0) =: C, say, we find C + If ∈ P(S d × R).
When λ = 0, as above,
By ( [13] , Th. 9.1.3) the sum is (C, k)-summable for k > λ + 1/2 and so, since all the terms in the sum are non-negative, convergent ([8] Th. 64). So
giving the required bound for b 0 (t).
Proof. We may differentiate termwise, as the series of derivatives is uniformly convergent:
Or, one may extend the proof of ( 
Proof. This is straightforward: functions f ∈ P(S ∞ × R) have the Schoenberg
Integrating with respect to x:
where, as in Theorem 2.1,
Also b 0 (t) is bounded by a n (0)/(n + 1) < ∞. So for a suitable constant C,
Turning to the descente operator: by ( [3] , Thrm. 1.1.) the coefficients a n (t) are given by
So, as in Theorem 2.2, consider
So,b
n (x, t) = (n + 1)ã n+1 (x, t), and b n (t) = (n + 1)a n+1 (t).
Thus, if (n + 1)a n+1 (0) < ∞, ∂f (x, t)/∂x ∈ P(S ∞ × R). 
One-Step Walks
In [1] Beatson and zu Castell proposed one-step walk alternatives to the montée and descente operators using weighted Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals and derivatives. As above, these results extend straightforwardly to the geotemporal case with little modification.
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Definition 3.1 (following [1] ). Define, for f (x, t) ∈ P(S d × R) and λ ≥ 0,
If f is absolutely continuous then we may also define
Unlike 
When λ = 0 simply take the limit λ → 0 + and obtain
where P n (x) are the Legendre polynomials.
When λ = 0 again take the limit λ → 0 + and obtain
The results below extend those of [1] to our context. Proof. We adapt the proof of the corresponding result in [1] . As in the proof of extension, and the rest of the proof is as in [1] .
